
Analysing work today:

From seminal company photobook to unorthodox annual report.
Conceptual documentary and the representation of people working
and office life.

Now there is an explicit call for the use of visual methods to analyse the
representation of work, employment and society. Besides there is generally 
much more focus on visual sociology. Visual sociology: the use of photographs, 
film, video to study society and the study of visual artefacts of a society.1 

Last two decades have witnessed an explosion of interest in, research on and 
visual representation of the corporate environment, office life – constructed or 
not – and the aesthetics of work, (un)employment, office life and leisure. Now, 
more then ever, considered as potential historical evidence, resources, in an 
increasingly image-conscious society.
Representation of labour in social reportage has a long and distinguished 
tradition.2
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The aspect of celebrating work, in both quotations linked to the 
cultural history of photography by D. Harper and T. Strangleman, 
was related to the notion that in an industrial age people became 
increasingly dependent on machinery. We do not have to go too far 
back in time to realise that Sebastião Salgado’s socially involved 
photography and iconographic status in representing the nature and 
archaeology of manual labour have brought about a discussion in the 
world of photography. That discussion merely resulted in a number of 
reviews on examining the meaning and intention behind photographic 
documentation of work. Since Salgado there is more emphasis on
visual sociology as reflected, in the United States, in the work of 
Lewis Baltz, Lee Friedlander, Allan Sekula and, in the Netherlands,
Jacqueline Hassink and Bart Sorgedrager. These contemporary
photographers analyse - on quite different levels and scale -
the experience of work, corporate culture, (un)employment and office 
life today. Visual sociology and new documentary photography are 
overlapping with major social areas. The main corresponding factors 
between the two disciplines are: studying the representation of
people and employing similar methodologies.

Some contemporary photographers enlarge the visual abstraction 
of corporate life (e.g. Andreas Gursky). Even more photographers 
document objects or people in the process in a passing industrial age 
(e.g. Bernd and Hilla Becher, Rob Hornstra, Esko Männikkö and Bart 
Sorgedrager) or critically explore the company environment and
manufactured landscape (e.g. Edward Burtynsky, Lars Tunbjörk).
Other artists using the medium of photography attempt to produce 
visual narratives of life (styles) and (dress) codes in factories and 
corporations (e.g. Brian Griffin, Mitra Tabrizian, Jeff Wall).

The method, described by Tim Strangleman in his essay ‘Ways of 
(not) seeing Work’, of using images whereby workers are asked to 
reflect, explain and comment on pictures taken as part of the research 
process is applied to some extent by Dutch photographers working 
in the genre (Korrie Besems in her early work; also Hassink and 
Sorgedrager). The photographer gains in this way a phenomenological 
sense – as the worker, CEO or employer explains what the object in 



Feldmann took pictures in the departments and areas supplied by the 
Austrian power company EVN. This commissioned work resulted in a 
photobook documenting the production, distribution, and consumption 
of electricity in southern Austria. In successive chapters dealing with 
waterpower and fossil energy plants, high voltage cables, public 
utilities, and industries are recorded. This epic story on a regional 
history of labour entails the shift from ‘nature’ to ‘culture’ by means 
of manual work. The subtitle of this company photobook clarifies the 
systematic archival approach: ‘Attempt at a photographic inventory, 
including the climate, the landscape, the areas, the cities’. The sober 
registration and quasi-random layout of images reminds one of the 
archiving procedures regarding found photography in the early issues 
of OHIO. Ein Photomagazin, co-founded by Hans-Peter Feldmann. 
A landmark of all photobooks by Feldmann is the absence of a textual 
contribution. Ein Energieunternehmenpb03 (1997) contains merely an 
index with numbered captions.
  
Other publications selected for this cahier provide with systematic 
arrangements of data in tables, statistics, or schematic overviews 
revealing the structure of a corporation. The graphic designer of the 
photobook manifests himself through emphasizing the systematic 
approach as well as in making the juncture between visual sociology 
and documentary photography visually attractive within the confines 
of a page format.

In Office / Kontorpb06 (2002), Lars Tunbjörk examines the increasin-
gly spreading constructed nature of the corporate world during the 
late 1990s. The era of the heroics of work as a photogenic subject 
has come to an end. In the footsteps of Lee Friedlander there is a 
sober and thorough visual investigation of awkward workspaces and 
peculiar human behavior within software companies, banks, stockbro-
kers, computer companies, and car manufactures in Europe, the U.S., 
and Japan. The photographer focuses on ordinary details and banal 
aspects of the corporate environment. Apart from a short biography of 
Lars Tunbjörk and a three line spiritual poem, the book does not con-
tain any text. The clinically looking numbered list of titles is printed 
on a plate in a debossed back cover. Each title refers to factual

the photograph means, in relation to his or her professional life, and 
what the placement or displacement of a photograph is in a sequence 
of images. The oral history moves from description and cataloguing of 
objects and persons in the image (Besems, Sorgedrager) to the more 
socially abstract (Hassink).

This working method and approach, that could best be described 
as practice-based research, applies in particular to a category of 
photographers which initiates projects regarding documenting people 
at work and in office situations and, to a lesser extent, to large scale 
photography projects commissioned by multinationals and corpora-
tions. Such publications as Siemens Fotoprojekt 1987-1992 (1992), 
Autowerke (2000) and Lhoist Photographic Commissions (2001) 
are illustrative of another - corporate - approach. In these volumes the 
aesthetics of unidentified industrial complexes, sterile containers and 
factories, staff and management is central, adjacent to the depiction 
of rationalization and automation. Likewise is the approach in the 
works by those photographers nominated for the Peter Keetman Prize 
for Industrial Photography, an initiative by Volkswagen Art Foundation. 
The corresponding publication Industriefotografie (2002) is for that 
reason alone rather a collection of photographs from an anonymous 
industrial environment.
                     
In contrast, the photobooks assembled in this cahier are the result 
of long-term research, which is analytical in nature. The distanced 
approach and careful observation of aspects of daily life, work areas, 
and domestic spaces, driven by the so-called ‘archival impulse’ in 
contemporary art, has been defined as ‘conceptual documentary’. 
According to the British photographer and curator Martin Parr, this is 
the most prevailed form of documentary practice today. The emphasis 
on precise observation, documentation, selection, and editing of local 
cultural historical phenomena and smaller as well as larger events in 
history of labour is aimed at a greater understanding of a world
in flux around us.3 

One of the main protagonists in Europe of this documentary practice 
is Hans-Peter Feldmann. Between autumn 1996 and spring 1997 



motor vessels, docks, and transhipment centres including Shipdock 
and Amsterdam Fertilizer. The chronological order of the visual 
narrative is switched around in the photo-index: first the portraits of 
muscular workers photographed by Wildschut are presented, followed 
by industrial landscapes of the shipyards documented by Wouda. The 
layout of the photobook is sober. Single images are pronounced in 
scale opposite to a blank page or in spreads. The text is subordinated 
to the imagery. In fact the text pages with short essays by Dirk van 
Weelden at the beginning of the book are perforated along the bin-
ding, ready to be torn out. Shipyard Shipdock, fertilizer factory Amfert, 
as well as the centre of transhipment OBA and the pilotage are at the 
same time sponsors and subjects of this publication. 

In Bureaucraticspb21 (2008) photographs are grouped per country. 
For a five-year period historian and professional photographer Jan 
Banning portrayed civil servants in their offices seated behind their 
desks. The photographs offer insight into cultural differences and 
symbols of government service in eight countries. The portraits are 
consistently taken from a frontal perspective, sometimes with a view 
to an area behind the office. In several cases, the position of the 
camera is at the left angle of the official. The lack of transparency 
in government service may be considered a universal standard. All 
kinds of paraphernalia in these photographs – on the wall, and desks 
adorned with telephones, nameplates and personal items – suggest 
that there is no standard for human behavior. One photo shows a clerk 
responsible for the registration of birth, death, and marriage in the 
Bolivian town Betanzos. On another page an adviser in a black burka 
is seated behind a turquoise desk close to a window at the
Ministery of Agriculture’s education center for women in a rural 
district of Yemen.

The edition was published in the series ‘New Typologies’ of Nazraeli 
Press, curated by Martin Parr. The book series focuses on contem-
porary photographers, working in the documentary tradition whose 
starting point is the systematic categorization of specific things, 
events or people organised in a series of photographs. At the back of 
of the book Bureaucratics one finds a photo index with information 

information: the type of company, city, and year. 
On the last page of the book 100% Cashmerepb09 (2003) by the 
Finnish photographer Esko Männikkö, the employees of Ballantyne 
Cashmere, wool producer in Scotland, are listed in an alphabetical 
index. Lengths of service and job title of the wool workers are noted 
in this commissioned bilingual publication also. Männikkö portrayed 
individual employees in all modesty and dedicated to their work.
  
Suitable for comparison with this approach is the inclusion of the 
personal and statistical data Rob Hornstra has compiled in the 
photo index of Roots of the Rúnturpb16 (2006). This book is a social 
documentary on the changes caused by mass production in the fishing 
industry in Iceland and the major consequences for the country and its 
people. Among the Icelandic youth leaving from the desolate fishing 
villages in large numbers, a tour around the village (runtur) in a sport 
car provides entertainment and a way of socializing for them. In the 
back of this self-published photobook, the index with black-and-white 
photographs the size of thumbnails shows spreads printed on grey 
highly wood-containing paper. Name, age, a short personal history, 
and the individual leisure activities of, mostly, immigrants employed 
in fish processing plants on Iceland are mentioned. Furthermore 
the captions provide information about the size of the population in 
fishing villages on Iceland and the measure of evacuated sheds and 
abandoned factories in the fishing industry. 
  
By contrast, A’DAM DOC.kpb17 (2006), with photographs by Henk 
Wildschut and Raimond Wouda, opens with a photo-index on two 
spreads, reflecting the contributions by both photographers. In this 
case the images are number coded, in black-and-white and also prin-
ted on matt paper. A thin black graphic line drawn around the images 
indicates the amount of white space used in the layout of the pages. 
Overlapping images and lines refer to the sequencing of photographs 
printed on a spread. In this case the number coding of the photo-
graphs refers to the documentation system of the Municipal Archive 
in Amsterdam. The acquisition of the photographs took place in 2006. 
Wouda and Wildschut, commissioned by the Amsterdams Fund for the 
Arts, made 63 photographs in total of the Amsterdam harbour works, 



1.500 books were given to the employees; each person received one 
copy of the factory they worked in, on the last day of work.

Another striking example of a graphic display of the photographed 
company structure is the color scheme on zigzag folded pages, that 
Irma Boom designed for Mindscapespb08 (2003) with photographs 
by Jacqueline Hassink. The schedules, each referring to the major 
continents that are subjects in the book, are glued to the inside of the 
front and back cover. In this color scheme Boom made an inventory 
and classification of public and private spaces seen through the eyes 
of employees from the higher echelons of multinationals in Japan and 
the United States.
 
Since 1993, Hassink’s work has focused on exploring, analysing, 
and representing economic power. Her first project related to this 
topic was The Table of Powerpb02 (1996). It has become considered 
innovative for the iconography of ‘work’ as photographically documen-
ted in the form of a book. This project – and subsequently the entire 
oeuvre of Hassink – is illustrative of the fusion between practice-
based research and conceptual documentary. Systematic research is 
a fundamental part of her photographic practice focusing on the cata-
loging of public and private (work) spaces. Hassinks focus is neither 
on the employees, nor one company in particular. The more recently 
published The Power Bookpb19 (2007) functions as an overview of 
this research project that is more and more internationally oriented, 
increasingly complex and in-depth. Her work is explicitly aimed at 
influential multinationals and their ‘corporate’ areas where power is 
exercised. This way Hassink draws attention to dominant incumbent 
corporate strategies worldwide and redefines their public role. 
                                     
The initiative for a landmark book on contemporary corporate culture 
can well be the initiative of the corporation itself. And when it comes 
to the immaterial aspects of work – in the sense of a meeting bet-
ween people – all options are open. In an unusual and creative way, 
the company NEROC‘VGM published a series of books, contained in 
transparent slipcases, produced under the heading Meetings. Hans 
Eijkelboom – A meeting on the streetpb012 (2004) is the first edition 

on the location, job, age, size of standard work week hours and the 
level of salaries of civil servants depicted. The systematic approach, 
both a working method and a metaphor for the limited transparency 
of the bureaucratic mill worldwide, is also illustrated in the coding of 
individual photographs. Instead of page numbers, the photographer 
coded each picture thus emphasing the ‘bureaucratic’ aspect. For 
example, the code YEMEN -35 / 2006 [AIM., AAN (b. 1982)] refers 
to ‘Yemen, the 35th portrait in that country, made in 2006 [first three 
letters of the name, initials (year of birth)’.

Bart Sorgedrager even included a so-called ‘organigram’ in De 
Ritmeester 1887-2005pb13 (2005). In this figure the hierarchy within 
the company, a cigar factory in Veenendaal that was closed on 
September 30, 2005, and the variety of departments and services is 
soberly and graphically displayed. Starting with a documentary photo 
series commissioned by the Province of Noord-Holland on the CSM 
sugar refinery in Halfweg the photographer dedicated himself to this 
practice-based research since 1992 almost exclusively documenting 
the closure of businesses in the Netherlands, recorded in books which 
are commissioned and self-published. Mens en stroom (1997), 
following the closure of the nuclear plant Dodewaard, is the most 
famous example, and has become an antiquarian item. In the light of 
global developments and assessing social phenomena, the photogra-
pher is in particular compelled by the phenomenon of outsourcing. 
Sorgedrager: “By documenting a company before it is wound up, I try 
to, by enlarging that moment of closure, to capture a long process, 
namely the development that the Netherlands – and that applies to 
the entire western world – is becoming a world of factories without 
chimneys”. 
His most recent company photobook De Unileverfabrieken in Delft, 
Loosdrecht en Vlaardigenpb22 (2008) is, in terms of design, book 
technical implementation and research methodology, similar to that of 
De Ritmeester 1887-2005. The three hardback volumes contained in 
a slipcase is also designed by Piet Gerards. The books were published 
following the closure of the Calvé plants in Vlaardingen, Delft and 
Loosdrecht. One can even speak of system typography. In commemo-
ration of the three Unilever factories that have been closed in 2008, 



an open dialogue on the usefulness, use, and future of mobile
telephony.

Another notable variation on the analysis and representation of 
‘work’, and in particular ‘self-employment’ in contemporary books is 
Empty Bottlespb20 (2007) by the Dutch photographers duo Wassink/
Lundgren. While in most cases, what is depicted in this category 
of photobooks are images of people working, actively taking part in 
the working society, the workforce. In this case, the documentation 
of recycling, as a survival strategy so to say, is the main issue. What 
is photographed is a way to survive in a country that tries rapidly to 
become a capitalist superpower, with all the consequences involved. 
Empty Bottles stands out because of its book technical implemen-
tation (a collection of glossy photo pages, sewn together - without 
a cover), design, and imagery. In 2007 the self-published edition, 
produced in cooperation with previously Veenman Publishers, was 
crowned as ‘best contemporary photobook’ during the photo festival 
Rencontres Internationales de la Photographie (RIP) in Arles. The 
scenes are directed in front of the technical camera. The photogra-
phers have positioned empty plastic bottles – in one particular pho-
tograph, the fourth picture, the object is a plastic tray – in carefully 
chosen locations in Shanghai and Beijing. At the time the employer 
of the municipal cleaning service, or a citizen desperately in need of 
hard deposit, scavenges the bottle, the moment is recorded. By not 
explicitly looking for eccentric people or special moments in the daily 
lives of Chinese people, but by waiting until the bottle scavenger 
appears in front of the camera and is performing the operation, is 
which creates added value is created in the streetscape. Thaks to the 
directorial mode, Empty Bottles is a series of documentary photo-
graphs with a narrative structure, and gives evidence of a critical 
position towards views on over-consumption, employment, and power. 
WassinkLindgren created a way of working that was established ad 
hoc and is groundbreaking in the documentary tradition. 

Following the Swiss supermarket chain Migros, The Royal Mail Group 
has depicted the company as a community of people, as a family. 
Especially its service – the daily round and sorting of mail in the 

in this series of publications on ‘meetings’ based on a series of
creative partnerships with artists from different disciplines.
The communications agency KesselsKramer in Amsterdam was
responsible for the concept and production. 
NEROC‘VGM is a marketing and digital communications production 
company and provides brochures and campaigns among supermar-
kets and department stores, in addition to ads for newspapers and 
prepress fulfillment. A meeting on the street is not an ad but a book 
inspired by the campaigns NEROC‘VGM produced for Diesel and Nike 
and the brochures for Hünker Möller. Encounters between people are 
central to these campaigns. Hans Eijkelboom took such commercial 
advertising for fashion houses in major shopping areas as a basis 
for four photo series on the similarities, subtle differences, and the 
tension between mothers and daughters shopping in four capitals 
of Europe: Amsterdam, Berlin, Paris, and London. As a tourist with a 
large camera around his neck and a trigger hidden in his pocket, the 
photographer emerged in the crowd of people shopping on Saturday. 
It is remarkable how much the cultural differences in clothing and 
codes of conduct between the various capitals measure out widely in 
the multitude of identical double portraits. 
  
The concept of ‘encounters’ between working people in everyday life 
and between those from the creative industry has been previously 
applied to Het telefoonboek van Benpb04 (1999) also produced by 
KesselsKramer. Photographers Celine van Balen,
Anuschka Blommers, Morad Bouchakour, Koos Breukel, Niels 
Schumm and others made a total of nearly 400 portraits of, among 
others, farmers, Ben staff, students, writers, scientists, visual artists, 
and photographers. Mostly young people, representing various cul-
tures, are the target group of the new telephone provider in the late 
1990s. All black and white photographs in this publication are printed 
full-page and on the kind of paper and size of a phonebook.
Respectively, name, age, occupation, and residence are mentioned 
on the top of the page in line with the page numbering. Short and 
substantially longer texts (printed in black or white or in white text 
blocks overlapping the photograph) contain personal opinions and 
more philosophical considerations of the person portrayed:



commissioned by the George Gund Foundation in order to demons-
trate the involvement of the foundation in supporting the economic 
vitality in the Northeast of the State of Ohio. Geographically and
stylistically, the images in the annual report show similarity with 
those in one of Friedlander books published many years later:
At Workpb07 (2002).
And indeed, series as CRAY, MIT, Dreyfus, and G. Gund Foundation 
have been reproduced in previous publications. Since the late seven-
ties of the last century, Lee Friedlander photographs people working 
in factories, offices and telemarketing centres, located throughout the 
United States. He has documented what he described as “the Ameri-
can social landscapes and its conditions” in a distanced manner.4 In 
his photographs, marked by irony and ambiguity, he creates linkage 
between workplace, human being, and industrial product which are 
not quite obvious. And in doing so, he gives new meaning to the ever-
changing phenomenon of ‘work’. The earlier work of Lee Friedlander 
is a confirmation of the emergence of conceptual documentary and 
the iconography of work in photobooks. CRAY at Chippewa Falls 
(1986) and the series made in 1992 at Dreyfus Corporation in New 
York City constitute the pillars of this genre.

Based on the idea of a company as a ‘family’ that is day-in-day-out 
available for different generations and cultures, but also for other 
companies and sports clubs, Migros commissioned in 2000 more than 
fifty Swiss artists, among them Fischli/Weiss, Olivier Richon, and Beat 
Streuli, to photograph trivial, symbolic, and abstract aspects of their 
family life in order to illustrate the annual report. Get Your Family! 
53 Schweizer Künstler zeigen ihre - Familie - pb05 (2000) is not 
only the separate photographically illustrated appendix for the Migros 
annual report of the millennium, but also the catalog for the exhibition 
with the same name, which has been shown in autumn 2001 in the 
Migros Museum in Zürich.

In 2002, Migros produced an annual reportpb10, more than half had 
the features of a landmark documentary photobook. Three quarters 
of the report consist a frontal portrait of individual pig farmers, tea 
pickers, fishermen, and supervisors, which are printed full page in a 

United Kingdom – is photographed from the inside by the employees 
themselves. Unseen UKpb18 (2006) is a book of photographs by the 
people at Royal Mail, a photobook in oblong format, a portrait of rural 
England through the eyes of postmen. From 20,000 photographs, that 
were made with a disposable camera in the summer of 2005, pro-
fessional photographer and maker of remarkable author-photobooks, 
Stephen Gill selected more than 200 amateur photographs of various 
intimate and trivial moments in the daily life of the postman, without 
them becoming cliché images of life in England. It reflects vernacular 
and family photography more than an artistic visual representation 
of stereotypical England. The name of the photographer, place, and 
county are mentioned in each caption. The management of the Royal 
Mail has not interfered with the final selection. Small series on the 
bright red Royal Mail car heading through the pastoral landscape 
and dogs striking behind garden gates alternate with full-page 
photographs of tiny post offices or scenes of leisure in rural England, 
printed on a double-paged spread. The book can be read as a day in 
the life of a postman and starts at four a.m. with full racks of mail 
to be sorted in bags and ends with a night recording of some marten 
poking around in a garden in Cornwall. Shown on the inside cover 
are handwritten notes on the submitted photographic contributions 
of Royal Mail staff to the book. What makes this edition even more 
special is that the returns on the book are intended for financial aid to 
home care (Help the Hospices) in the United Kingdom. 

Annual report as substitute

Today the unorthodox annual report is in several respects a substitute 
for the pioneering post-war company photobook in the Netherlands 
and beyond. For example, the striking report from the George Gund 
Foundation, simply entitled People Workingpb01 (1995), with photo-
graphs by Lee Friedlander, is illustrative of high quality printing and 
design. Intrusive images are selected showing the diversity of people 
working in Cleveland, the capital of the State of Ohio. The annual 
report contains 49 square photographs, in blocks of four or
individually printed on a page. 
The photo essay was created at the beginning of the Internet era and 



selves with the situation and literally take an image of themselves, 
or friends, into that situation. There is a picture of Ruben Lundgren 
showing the photographer hanging up a life-size picture of himself 
on a wall. The proposition with the first photograph reads: ‘You agree 
that gifts should be distributed fairly’. The text accompanying the 
second photograph reads: ‘But what if a business relationship offers 
you a long weekend in New York?’ Like in Empty Bottles, the
photographers’ couple makes the logical and clear choice to use for 
their professional work whatever is available. The photo pairs are 
printed on postcards and fit into a cassette.  
There are always borderline cases that do not fit in the category
‘photobook’ or ‘annual report’, in which photographic documentation 
of a remarkable workstation is the focus and that stands out by
originality in terms of lay-out and sequential imagery. Sanquin 
provides on a non-profit basis blood supply in the Netherlands and 
promotes medical care in the field of blood transfusion. The company 
publishes the journal Bloedbeeld / Blood Counts for a professional 
audience that uses its services. Every year a professional
photographer is commissioned. In 2008, Johannes Schwartz
photographed for Geen kale muren / No bare walls art on the 
walls in the premises of Sanquin.
In 2005, Wout Berger was commissioned to visualise the
manufacturing process of pharmaceuticals from plasma for
De bereiding van plasmaproducten / The production of plasma 
productspb14 (2005). A series of interior shots and photographs of 
people in sterile work clothing is the result. Berger was authorised to 
enter and document an area that is inaccessible to outsiders. There 
he was confronted with a high technology environment – mainly 
a world of stainless steel: boilers, pipes, couplings, even floors –  
everything under fluorescent light. People work in light blue and soft 
yellow overalls and wear blue ‘slippers’, mouth caps, glasses, and 
hairnets. Result of the commission is a number of single photographs 
with a loose structure, which nonetheless as a series create a clear 
associative story line in De bereiding van plasmaproducten. 
Figures and codes seamlessly  touching the edges of a photograph 
are placed in an eye-catching font on the white space on the page 
surrounding the pictures. 

unconstrained layout so that everyone can identify with the company 
and its products: organic vegetables from Nijar, Max Havelaar tea 
from Sri Lanka, and pork meat from Ticino in Switzerland. Indian
children in school uniform, residing in the Migros k.i.d.s. school in 
Tirupur, have tried to imagine and visualise the products from the 
Migros supermarkets. They pose with the coloured clay products in 
front of the camera. 
 
That same year, Insinger de Beaufort published an annual report 
entitled Reset / /pb11(2002) with portraits by the South African pho-
tographers duo Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin. Insinger 
de Beaufort has a tradition of well-designed reports in the form of a 
photobook in which the topic of ‘work’ is the central issue. Previously 
Maarten Corbijn (2000) and Henk Wildschut (2001) produced reports 
for the committed banker from Amsterdam focusing on new ways 
of thinking, human processes, and universal lessons. In Reset / / 
Mount Etna functions as a metaphor for economic opportunities in a 
changing world. Broomberg and Chanarin photographed the people of 
Mount Etna in Sicily including the mayor, a wine producer, restaurant 
owner, and honey producer. The risk of relapse in their life and the 
relationship with the volcano is described in interviews with these 
people. The personal stories are included in an appendix at the back 
of the trilingual edition printed on matt yellow paper, which also 
serves as a photo index.

In the KPN Annual Reportpb15 (2006) based on a series of picture 
pairs of WassinkLundgren and provocative questions, it is made 
clear that sustainability is not a task of large companies alone, but 
also concerns the man and woman who is employed by multinatio-
nals. The sustainability report of KPN is intended for employees of the 
company and for the sake of environment only available as an Internet 
version. Propositions, supported by photographs, remind the employee 
that his/her individual contribution to the climate-neutral society is 
important and that the problem cannot be passed on to others. The 
photographers are facing themselves with a dilemma. On the basis 
of such a proposition formulated by the commissioner KPN, they 
put themselves in view of the public debate by confronting them-



Presently, photography can be seen at the cutting edge of techno-
logy, art, and culture. The boundaries between art and commerce, 
between documentary photography, art photography, and commercial 
photography seem to have faded, resulting in a hybrid photographic 
production and changes in the way of presentation and distribution. 
In the 1990s, the advertising world and industry quickly responded to 
a development in which the boundaries between different disciplines 
lapsed. The gap created by the rapid transformation in the nature 
of ‘work’, the introduction of flexible working and the inability to 
control its highly immaterial disposition of it, seems to be reduced 
by multinationals and advertisers with crossovers to the visual arts, 
especially documentary photography. This trend is further accentuated 
by new communication technologies such as the mobile phone and 
the Internet. And as in the postwar period, in the past years, since 
the photobook has increased in market value, through proliferation 
of art fairs, auctions, and academic interest in the cultural history of 
photobooks, the photobook seems to be regaining appreciation as a 
PR instrument in the corporate world.  
Mirelle Thijsen, November 2009
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Conclusion

In the mid1990s, at the closure of the industrial era and dawn of a 
digital society, an ambivalent picture of people working and
employment emerged, particularly in annual reports. Today, in that 
genre of publications the importance the company attaches to social 
and environmental standards as part of the corporate culture is 
strikingly depicted in that genre of publications. The annual reports of 
the Swiss supermarket chain Migros, and that of KPN in the
Netherlands, are distinct examples of a radical change in approach. In 
the past decade, as reflected in the oeuvre of photographers working 
with new documentary strategies, one could sense a rising
consciousness for systematically documenting closures of factories, 
analysing economic power and the changing nature of work in pho-
tobooks. And unlike the conceptual documentary as a main photo-
graphic practice illustrative of these photobooks discussed on the 
representation of ‘work’, what particularly stands out in the annual 
reports is the unorthodox manner in which photography is applied to 
record the image of modern business as a global business that is
socially committed. This aspect is emphasized rather than the
analytical ability of the author/photographer.
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People working
(The George Gund Foundation Annual Report) 

Publisher: Commissioned by The George Gund
Foundation, Cleveland
Year of publication: 1995
Binding: paperback with front drill cover of French
Speckletone Chipboard
Size: 275 x 235 mm 
Number of pages: 52
Number of illustrations: 49 b&w plates
Type of reproduction: offset, varnished on recycled paper
Print run: 4.000
Printer: Fortran Printing, Inc., Cleveland
Photography: Lee Friedlander
Design: Nesnadny + Schwartz, Cleveland / New York /
Toronto (Michelle Moehler)  
Text: Geoffrey Gund a.o.

Type: conceptual documentary (portrait) 

The Table of Power

Publisher: Menno van de Koppel, Amsterdam
Year of publication: 1996
Binding: hardback, gilt gold-covered boards,
numbered copies
Size: 120 x 90 mm
Number of pages: no page numbers
Number of illustrations: 21 colour plates
and 19 black spreads
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 1.000, 750 available for public sale
(second edition in 2000: 1.500)
Printer: Printing Mart. Spruijt bv, Amsterdam
Photography: Jacqueline Hassink
Design: Melle Hamer, Plus X
Text: postface by Henri Peretz, Notes: Roaul Bunschoten

Type: conceptual documentary (mapping)

Hans-Peter Feldmann. Ein Energieunternehmen. 
Versuch einer photographischen
Bestandsaufname unter Einbeziehung
des Klimas, der Landschaft, Orte, Städte

Publisher: Commissioned by EVN Energie-Versorgung
Niederösterreichische Aktiengesellschaft 
Year of publication: 1997
Binding: paperback
Size: 297 x 210 mm
Number of pages: 144
Number of illustrations: 347 b&w plates
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 1.000
Printer: REMAprint
Photography: Hans-Peter Feldmann
Design: Alexander Rendi
Texts: anonymous
Type: conceptual documentary (mapping)

 

Het telefoonboek van Ben

Publisher: Commissioned by Ben Nederland, Den Haag
Year of publication: 1999
Binding: paperback
Size: 335 x 260 mm
Number of pages: 384
Number of illustrations:  379 b&w plates
Type of reproduction: newsprint on recycled paper 
Print run: 20.000 
Printer: Wegener newsprint, Enschedé
Photography: Céline van Balen, Koos Breukel a.o.
Design: Kesselskramer 
Editor: Kesselskramer
Text: Ellen Camerik a.o.
Type: new documentary (portrait)
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Get Your Family! 53 Schweizer Künstler 
zeigen Ihre - Familie -
Migros Geschäftsbericht 2000

Publisher: Commissioned by Migros Museum / 
Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund, Zürich 
Year of publishing: 2000
Binding: paperback with paper banderole
Size: 270 x 210 mm
Number of pages: 152 
Number of illustrations:  161 colour plates, 10 
bl&w plates
Type of reproduction: offset 
Print run: 30.000 
Printer: Straumann AG, Dielsdorf
Photography: Beat Streuli, Pipilotti Rist, Jules 
Spinatsch a.o.
Design: Studio Achermann 
Editor: Studio Achermann
Text: Yukom Medien AG, Andrea Cavegn
Type: new documentary / family photography / art 
photography

Office / Kontor

Publisher: Journal, Stockholm
Year of publishing: 2002
Binding: hardback, gray cloth
Size: 274 x 287 mm
Number of pages: 80 
Number of illustrations: 79 colour plates
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: no data
Printer: EBS, Verona
Photographer: Lars Tunbjörk
Design: Greger Ulf Nilson
Editor: Gosta Flemming
Text: Lao Tzu’s Tao-Te-Ching
Type: conceptual documentary

At Work

Publisher: Steidl, Göttingen 
Year of publishing: 2002
Binding: hardback, with dust jacket
Size: 300 x 310 mm
Number of pages: no page numbers [198]
Number of illustrations:  193 bl&w plates
Type of reproduction:  offset
Print run: no data
Printer: Steidl, Göttingen
Photographer: Lee Friedlander
Design: Katy Homans
Editor: Lori Waxman
Text: Lee Friedlander, Richard Benson (afterword)

Type: conceptual documentary (portrait)

Mindscapes

Publisher: Birkhauser, Basel 
Year of publishing: 2003
Binding: hardback with folding pages
glued to inside cover 
Size: 215 x 175 mm 
Number of pages: 196
Number of illustrations: 102 colour plates
Type of reproduction: four-colour offset  
Print run: 3.000
Printer: Konkordia GmbH, Buehl  
Photographer: Jacqueline Hassink 
Design: Irma Boom
Text: Els Barents, Sarah Anne McNear,
Jacqueline Hassink

Type: conceptual documentary (mapping)
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100% Cashmere

Publisher: Commissioned by Ballantine Cashmere, 
Oulu 
Year of publishing: 2003
Binding: hardback, oblong, boards
Size: 245 x 295 mm
Number of pages: 80
Number of illustrations:  92 colour plates
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: no data
Printer:  Kirjapaino Kaleva, Oulu
Photography: Esko Männikkö 
Design: Petri Kuokka / Aarnipaja Ky
Text: Simona Segre, Suzy Shammah
Type: new documentary (portrait)

Migros Annual Report 2002

Publisher: Federation of Migros Cooperatives, 
Zürich 
Year of publishing: 2003
Binding: paperback
Size: 270 x 210 mm
Number of pages: 128 
Number of illustrations: 74 colour plates
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 30.000 
Printing: Limmatdruck AG, Spreitenbach
Photography: Horst Diekgerdes
Design: Studio Achermann, Zürich / Beda Acher-
mann; Paul Davis (illustrations)
Editor:  Beda Achermann
Text: Lisa Feldmann a.o.
Type: new documentary (portrait)

Reset // Insinger de Beaufort /
Annual Review 2002

Publisher: Bank Insinger de Beaufort NV,
Amsterdam  
Year of publishing: 2003
Binding: hardback
Size: 260 x 180 mm 
Number of pages: 184
Number of illustrations: 48 colour plates
Type of reproduction: offset, Novaspace CMYK + 
two Pantone colours
Print run: 7.000  
Printer: Drukkerij Rosbeek BV, Nuth 
Photography: Adam Broomberg and Oliver Cha-
narin
Design and concept: Dietwee communication and 
design, Utrecht (design: Robin Uleman) 
Text: Ian Kantor, Aquariumwriters Ltd London, 
Louise Hide and Barry Hunter
Type: conceptual documentary (portrait)

Hans Eijkelboom. A meeting on the street 
(meetings with Neroc’VGM)

Publisher: NEROC’VGM, Amsterdam
Year of publishing: 2004
Binding: paperback in slipcase
Size: 210 x 145 mm 
Number of pages: no pages numbers
Number of illustrations: 59 colour plates
Type of reproduction: sheet fed offset
Print run: 2.500  
Printer:  NEROC’VGM, Amsterdam
Photography: Hans Eijkelboom
Design: KesselsKramer
Editor: KesselsKramer
Text: KesselsKramer
Type: conceptual documentary (mapping)
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De Ritmeester 1887-2005

Publisher: Commissioned by Ritmeester Cigars, 
Veenendaal
Year of publishing: 2005
Binding: hardback, oblong
Size: 210 x 260 mm 
Number of pages: 80
Number of illustrations: 46 colour plates, 1 b&w 
folding page 
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 350
Printer: Mart. Spruijt bv, Amsterdam
Photography: Bart Sorgedrager 
Design: Piet Gerards Ontwerpers, Amsterdam (Piet 
Gerards and Ton van de Ven (bPG)
Text: Bart Sorgedrager a.o. 
Type: conceptual documentary

De bereiding van plasmaproducten / The 
production of plasma products
(fotografie / photography 2005)

Publisher: Sanquin, Amsterdam 
Year of publishing: 2005
Binding: paperback
Size: 300 x 210 mm 
Number of pages: no page numbers 
Number of illustrations: 32 colour plates  
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 1.000
Printer: Cliteur, Amsterdam
Photography: Wout Berger
Design: Robbert Zweegman, Reynoud Homan
Text: Anneke de Regt (ed.)
Type: new documentary

KPN Sustainability Report /
duurzaamheidsverslag (provided with cassette 
containing 16 post cards duurzaamheidsverslag 
2006 ‘waar sta jij’) 

Publisher: Koninklijke PKN nv, The Hague
Year of publishing: 2006
Binding: paperback
Size:  297 x 210 mm
Number of pages: 80
Number of illustrations: 9 colour plates 
Type of reproduction: inkjet
Print run:  0 (online publishing report; 300 casset-
tes containing postcards)
Printer: for environmental reasons this report has 
been published only on the KPN website. A printed 
version is not available   
Photography: WassinkLundgren
Design: Smidswater
Text: KPN nv, Business Excellent Department a.o.
Type: conceptual documentary (directorial mode)

Roots of the Rúntur

Publisher: self-published, Utrecht 
Year of publishing: 2006
Binding: hardback
Size: 255 x 205 mm
Number of pages: no page numbers
Number of illustrations: 68 colour plates
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 500 (0-100 numbered)
Printer: Drukkerij Rosbeek, Nuth
Photography: Rob Hornstra
Design: www.DERUSSEN.nl
Editor: De Russen and Rob Hornstra
Text: Rob Hornstra, Ingvar Hogni Ragnarsson
Type: conceptual documentary (portrait)
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A’DAM DOC.k

Publisher:  Bytheway, Amsterdam 
Year of publishing: 2006
Binding: hardback
Size: 310 x 240 mm
Number of pages: no page numbers
Number of illustrations: 40 colour plates, 4 b&w 
plates 
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 1.000, 25 special edition
Printer: Mart.Spruijt bv, Amsterdam
Photography: Henk Wildschut and Raimond Wouda 
Design: René Put
Editors: René Put, Henk Wildschut, Raimond 
Wouda, Frank van der Stok
Text: Dirk van Weelden
Type: new documentary (portrait / industrial 
landcape)

Unseen UK.
A book of photographs
by the poeple at Royal Mail 

Publisher: Royal Mail Group plc, London
Year of publishing: 2006
Binding: hardback, cloth volume, oblong
Size: 210 x 305 mm
Number of pages: 232
Number of illustrations: 240 colour plates
Type of reproduction: offset (C-Type prints by Rob 
Sara/Rapid Eye)
Print run: no data
Printer: EBS, Italy
Photography: postmen and women at Royal Mail
Design: Melanie Mues
Editor: Stephen Gill
Text: Stephen Dowdall (foreword), John Ronson 
(introduction)
Type: amateur photography / family photography

The Power Book

Publisher: Chris Boot, London
Year of publishing: 2007
Binding: hardback, oblong
Size: 270 x 340 mm
Number of pages: 164
Number of illustrations: 134 colour plates
Type of reproduction: four-colour offset
Print run:  3.000
Printer: 1010 Printing International Ltd, Shenzen
Photography: Jacqueline Hassink
Design: Untitled
Texts: Beth O’Brien, Lynn George and Katie Boot
Type: conceptual documentary (mapping)

Empty Bottles

Publisher: Self-published in cooperation with
Veenman Publishers, Rotterdam
Year of publication: 2007
Binding: paperback, stitched without cover
Size: 320 x 240 mm
Number of pages: 64
Number of illustrations: 24 colour plates 
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 800 (second edition in 2008: 2.000; 
Chinese edition: 500)
Printer: NPN Drukkers, Breda 
Photography: WassinkLundgren
Design: Kummer and Herrman, Utrecht
Text: Hans Molenman and Floris-Jan van Luyn 
(trilingual: Dutch, English, Chinese). Essay by Gu 
Zheng in Chinese edition
Type: conceptual documentary (directorial mode)
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Bureaucratics

Publisher: Nazraeli Press, Portland 
Year of publication: 2008
Binding: hard back
Size: 325 x 305 mm
Number of pages: 64
Number of illustrations: 53 colour plates  
Type of reproduction: offset
Print run: 1.500
Printer: Hing Yip Printing Co. Ltd, China
Photography: Jan Banning
Design: Chris Pichler 
Editor: Martin Parr
Text: Martin Parr (foreword), Will Tinnemans
Type: conceptual documentary (portrait)

De Unileverfabrieken in Delft,
Loosdrecht en Vlaardingen

Publisher: Commissioned by Unilever, Rotterdam
Year of publication: 2008
Binding: hard back, three cloth volumes, oblong 
red, green and bleu boards in a presentation box
Size: 270 x 22 mm
Number of pages: 216 in total of 3 volumes
Number of illustrations: 2 b&w plates, 24 colour 
plates and 125 head shot images in each volume 
Type of reproduction: offset on recycled paper
Print run: 3 x 500 Dutch, limited edition of 50 
boxes with each 3 volumes numbered and signed 
Printer: Die Keure, Brugge
Photography: Bart Sorgedrager
Design: Piet Gerards Ontwerpers, Amsterdam (Piet 
Gerards and Ellen de Jong)
Editor: Bart Sorgedrager 
Text: Kees van der Waaij a.o.
Type: conceptual documentary
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